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During the planning year, Child Safety Forward took a developmental evaluation approach that 
included building a theory of change that would lead to a strengthened child and family well-
being system. This approach elevated learning from the technical assistance team as well as 
through the demonstration sites’ qualitative and quantitative data-informed implementation 
plans.1 Based on this learning, the refined version of the theory of change included greater 
intentionality around three core conditions we believe are necessary to having this impact: 

• Elevate families into relationships of equal power within systems 

• Build intentional strategy to systematically assess and address racism 

• Sustain communications strategy 

This is one of three briefs that takes a deeper look at each of these conditions through the lens 
of Child Safety Forward learning during the first year of implementation. It is designed to 
highlight how Child Safety Forward is defining this condition, the strategies and approaches it 
believes will advance this condition, and the intermediate outcomes from those strategies. While 
not mutually exclusive, the purpose of this brief is to further define what Child Safety Forward 
means by elevate families into relationships of equal power within systems based on early 
learning during the first year of Child Safety Forward and create a roadmap for this strategy. 
These roadmaps will be refined through the implementation study conducted at the end of the 
second year of implementation. 

Learning Approach 
The learning on how to elevate families into relationships of equal power relied on data collected 
during the planning year at the demonstration site level, discussions and relevant observations 
from biweekly strategy meetings with demonstration sites, technical assistance team monthly 
meetings, review of demonstration site implementation plans, literature used to inform Child 
Safety Forward technical assistance (see Resources), and outreach to sites to share their 
learning about parent engagement efforts. Additionally, the first design thinking convening in 
August 2021 focused on this condition, and the technical assistance team dedicated its monthly 
meetings in October and December to defining and measuring power (see the Technical 
Assistance Team Reading List). 

Defining Elevate Families into Relationships of Equal 
Power within Systems 
Child Safety Forward defines its larger impact around families sharing responsibilities with child 
protection agencies, community partners, and neighborhoods for the future well-being of 
children. This broader vision can only be reached through the strengthening of families and 
rebalancing of power within child and family well-being systems. However, implementing the 
practices that underpin the idea that parents, caregivers, and youth can hold power in a child 

 
1 The five demonstration sites are: Cook County Health in Illinois; Indiana Department of Health; Michigan 
Department of Health and Human Services; St. Francis Hospital in Hartford, Connecticut; and 
Sacramento County, California’s Child Abuse Prevention Council. 

https://www.social-current.org/engage/child-safety-forward/
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and family well-being system is challenging for both parents and systems. Parents do not have 
good reasons to trust systems, and systems are designed to be adversarial.  

A few definitions and concepts of power surfaced during Child Safety Forward discussions that 
are relevant to shifting current systems.  

The first comes out of the collective impact space where power is defined as: 

The ability or authority to influence others, to decide who will have access to resources, 
and to define reality or exercise control over oneself or others. In the context of social 
change work, it is helpful to understand the ways in which power operates, how different 
interests can be marginalized from decision making and the strategies needed to 
increase inclusion. 

The other definition comes from Lead Local, where community power is defined as: 

The ability of communities most impacted by structural inequity to develop, sustain and 
grow an organized base of people who act together through democratic structures to set 
agendas, shift public discourse, influence who makes decisions and cultivate ongoing 
relationships of mutual accountability with decision-makers that change systems and 
advance health equity. 

While the first definition helps recognize power, the latter definition speaks to the need to 
rebalance power to achieve large scale systems change. While both definitions address 
influence, Child Safety Forward discussions also surfaced the need to understand power 
through the lens of who determines what power is, if it is wanted, and for what reason. 

Early Learning to Inform Framework 
Parent participation and engagement were foundational to the Child Safety Forward original 
design. There is strong leadership on the technical assistance team from the Children’s Trust 
Fund Alliance to provide resources and support around necessary shifts in communities to 
elevate parent voice. Through the technical assistance, demonstration sites are learning that 
strategies that give voice or create space for participation are important, but do not go far 
enough to correct for the current constraints on full parent, youth, and caregiver participation. It 
is not just about elevation of power, but a rebalancing of power that is necessary. 

The roadmap at the end of this brief is informed by insights gathered through Child Safety 
Forward’s first year of implementation and technical assistance: 

• Disruption of power in child and family well-being systems is necessary to achieving 
equity and to assess and address racism. Differentials in power exist not only between 
parents and caregivers, and systems, but within systems. 

• There is shared awareness through the demonstration sites that strategies need to 
disrupt and rebalance power at all stages of the initiative, from planning and design to 
implementation and evaluation. At the demonstration site level, implementation 
strategies focus on: 1) building opportunities to bring more parent and youth voice to the 
conversation to better understand data and inform prevention strategies, 2) leveraging 
existing parent and youth groups differently within collaboratives, and 3) implementing 
specific strategies based on data to strengthen families.   

https://www.collectiveimpactforum.org/resources/rebalancing-power-examining-role-advocacy-and-organizing-collective-impact
https://www.lead-local.org/glossary#:%7E:text=Community%20power%20is%20the%20ability,ongoing%20relationships%20of%20mutual%20accountability
https://ctfalliance.org/
https://ctfalliance.org/
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• A strong grassroots approach supports conditions for rebalancing of power. Approaching 
parents, caregivers, youth, and members of the community as full partners in a 
collaborative or coalition helps move initiatives closer to a structure where parents are 
more visible and can influence agenda setting. 

• Trust and psychological safety appear to be necessary conditions for parent, youth, and 
caregiver “power” in child and family well-being systems. Using outside facilitators, 
balancing attendance so that parents are in the majority or at least predominantly 
represented, allowing parents to drive the agenda, and leaving space for professionals 
and parents alike to be vulnerable and genuine all work to mitigate power. 

• There is a lot of literature that outlines concepts relevant to community power and less 
that focuses on parent power in child protection systems. Child and family well-being 
systems need to understand that power is relational and contextual. Furthermore, 
rebalancing power requires transformative strategy to address three types of power: 

o Invisible power: Works by controlling the narrative and rules around parenting and 
blame. Collaboratives need strategies that will reverse bias, shift narratives, and 
reduce stigma associated with help seeking. 

o Hidden power: Works by controlling agenda setting and decision making. Creating 
space for the voices of parents, youth, and caregivers begins to unearth hidden 
power but does not go far enough in reaching full participation. Strategies should 
assess and address who is making the decisions and who benefits from those 
decisions. 

o Visible power: Visible power includes the policies and practices that give or remove 
access to full participation (e.g., fair compensation, holding majority at the table, and 
full participation in decision making). Systems, collaboratives, and funders need to 
work together to put in place the policies and practices that support power sharing. 

• There is a lot that is not known about how to rebalance power in child and family well-
being systems. How to define and measure power is an action item for the technical 
assistance team in the second year of implementation. The learning questions guiding 
some of this exploration include: 

o What is the interaction between “power” and psychological safety? 

o Who is responsible for the giving or taking of power? 

o How do we engage families and parents/caregivers in helping us design and scale 
insights on power? 

o How is power different than agency?  

The conversation to elevate parent power with child protection systems is a hard one. However, 
the future of child well-being depends on parents and caregivers being more than just engaged 
with systems. Parents need to be viewed as equal partners with systems—those who are critical 
co-designers and problem solvers. Parents need to be aware of and own the data that 
describes their communities—their challenges and their assets. This means that parent voice 
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cannot just be about checking the box but about creating a space where parents and systems 
come together in the spirit of reciprocity, respect, and connection. 

Resources 
Children’s Trust Fund Alliance (2021). What parents say about advancing equity and support for 
underserved communities. 

Collective Impact Forum. Community Engagement Toolkit. 

Collective Impact Forum. Rebalancing power: Examining the role of advocacy and organizing in 
collective impact. 

International Association for Public Participation. IAP2 Spectrum of Public Participation.  

 

 

https://ctfalliance.sharefile.com/share/view/se764327277334ec9853362f11d196067
https://ctfalliance.sharefile.com/share/view/se764327277334ec9853362f11d196067
https://www.collectiveimpactforum.org/resources/community-engagement-toolkit?destination=node/8551
https://www.collectiveimpactforum.org/resources/rebalancing-power-examining-role-advocacy-and-organizing-collective-impact
https://www.collectiveimpactforum.org/resources/rebalancing-power-examining-role-advocacy-and-organizing-collective-impact
https://organizingengagement.org/models/spectrum-of-public-participation/
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Technical Assistance Team Reading List 
An Approach to Understanding & Measuring People Power 

Hahrie Han & the P3 Lab team 2021 

See also "Reflections on Measuring Community Power,” “How Movements Build Power: Measuring 
Power Shifts in 21st-Century America,” and “Prisms of the People: Power & Organizing in Twenty-
First-Century America.” 

 

Community In Public Health: Measuring the Impact of Building Community Power for Health 
Justice: What? Why? And How? 

The Praxis Project 2018 

Page 7, "How Do We Want Our Work To Build ‘Community Power’ To Be Measured?" 

 

Basics of Studying Power 

Domhoff, 2012 

Four Power Indicators: Working within this framework, there are four different power indicators that 
have been used by various researchers down through the decades. They can be called (1) who 
benefits in terms of having the things that are valued in the society? (2) who governs (i.e., sits in the 
seats that are considered to be powerful)? (3) who wins when there are arguments over issues? and 
(4) who has a reputation for power (i.e., who stands out in the eyes of their peers)? 

Tools/Frameworks 
Power Awareness Tool: A Tool For Analysing Power In Partnerships For Development 

The Spindle 2020 

 

Measuring Community Power for Health Equity 

Vanderbilt University 2020 

In the following reports, we explore the landscape of extant interdisciplinary scholarship at the 
intersection of community power and health equity and synthesize literature on theories of social 
change and the measurement of community power. 

 

Empowerment? Ask Them: Quantifying Qualitative Outcomes From People’s Own Analysis 

Sida 2010 

This paper presents the experience of one social movement in Bangladesh, which managed to find a 
way to measure empowerment by letting the members themselves explain what benefits they acquired 
from the Movement and by developing a means to measure change over time. These measures, which 
are primarily of use to the members, have then been subjected to numerical analysis outside of the 

https://www.p3researchlab.org/understanding_power
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5ee2c6c3c085f746bd33f80e/t/5f8f0e14736c6833fda80f7a/1603210772405/20201020.MeasuringPower.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_-tuDOG2ibc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_-tuDOG2ibc
https://press.uchicago.edu/ucp/books/book/chicago/P/bo68659118.html
https://press.uchicago.edu/ucp/books/book/chicago/P/bo68659118.html
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5bf21032b98a7888bf3b6e21/t/5ec6c0a2e811ca37e79b284f/1590083752827/PraxisLCBrief2-Power-Praxis.pdfCENTERING
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5bf21032b98a7888bf3b6e21/t/5ec6c0a2e811ca37e79b284f/1590083752827/PraxisLCBrief2-Power-Praxis.pdfCENTERING
https://whorulesamerica.ucsc.edu/methods/studying_power.html
https://www.partos.nl/publicatie/the-power-awareness-tool/
https://www.lead-local.org/measuring-community-power
https://www.oecd.org/derec/sweden/46146440.pdf
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village environment to provide convincing quantitative data, which satisfies the demands of results-
based management. The paper is aimed primarily at those who are excited by the possibilities of 
rights-based approaches but who are concerned about proving that their investment results in 
measurable and attributable change. 

 

Power, Control, Communities and Health Inequalities. Part II: Measuring Shifts in Power  

Ruth Ponsford, Michelle Collins, Matt Egan, Emma Halliday, Sue Lewis ... 

Health Promotion International, Volume 36, Issue 5, October 2021, Pages 1290–1299 

 

Phases in Organizational Change: Measuring Shifts in Power (from Dancing on Live Embers: 
Challenging Racism in Organizations) 

Lopes & Thomas 2006 

 

Evaluating Social Movement Power: Initial Concepts and Indicators [AEA 2018 Session 
Materials] 

AEA 2018 

This session provided participants with a framework and indicators for understanding and assessing 
how social movements build power and make change.  

 

Action For Global Justice In Practice: ActionAid’s Human Rights Based Approach 

ActionAid 2020 

See section: "Monitoring Shifts in Power." Watch this related webinar by clicking “Register.” 

  

https://doi.org/10.1093/heapro/daaa019
https://books.google.com/books?id=gGJBidfjitIC&pg=PA26&lpg=PA26&dq=(%22power+dynamics%22)+(shift+%7C+shifting+%7C+change+%7C+changing)+(measure+%7C+track+%7C+measuring)&source=bl&ots=QxUsi5nPsy&sig=ACfU3U1QgaaMCfJkUjLczbVIeTyBuS-3fw&hl=en&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjxmqy9qp30AhWqnGoFHTZLD8AQ6AF6BAgVEAM#v=onepage&q=(%22power%20dynamics%22)%20(shift%20%7C%20shifting%20%7C%20change%20%7C%20changing)%20(measure%20%7C%20track%20%7C%20measuring)&f=false
https://books.google.com/books?id=gGJBidfjitIC&pg=PA26&lpg=PA26&dq=(%22power+dynamics%22)+(shift+%7C+shifting+%7C+change+%7C+changing)+(measure+%7C+track+%7C+measuring)&source=bl&ots=QxUsi5nPsy&sig=ACfU3U1QgaaMCfJkUjLczbVIeTyBuS-3fw&hl=en&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjxmqy9qp30AhWqnGoFHTZLD8AQ6AF6BAgVEAM#v=onepage&q=(%22power%20dynamics%22)%20(shift%20%7C%20shifting%20%7C%20change%20%7C%20changing)%20(measure%20%7C%20track%20%7C%20measuring)&f=false
https://www.innonet.org/news-insights/news-events/evaluating-social-movement-power-initial-concepts-and-indicators-aea-2018-session-materials/
https://www.innonet.org/news-insights/news-events/evaluating-social-movement-power-initial-concepts-and-indicators-aea-2018-session-materials/
https://actionaid.org/publications/2020/action-global-justice-practice
https://www.aaas.org/events/webinar-measuring-shifts-power-favor-women
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